AGENDA
Meeting Date and Time:

Wednesday, April 6, 2017 10:AM

Meeting Location:

Conference Center A

Meeting Facilitator:

James Ann

Type of Meeting:

Achievement Committee

Notes (Tags)

Keith - priorities were developed in the fall. One of the
recommendations from this group was to do some more
specific work with our principals. Recommendations tied
in with the use of data priority. Reviewed ERAS.

Continuous conversations across grade levels. Building
relationships with staff, parents, students. Talked about
identification of more students for higher level classes.
(Dr. Dozier - USC)

Shared logistics of planning the conference.
Reference made to the technology conference a few
years ago. Specific sessions for grade bands, but also
giving the option to go across grade bands - topics that
are general for all. To create cohesive drive, have the
one person kick off for all - could be streaming. Include
the Goals for Golden era document. Tag it as
continuous improvement for all - sufficiently broad enough
to have enough presentations. Address achievement but
in a variety of ways. If stream, be watchful of time. Show
connections to district priorities. Then, how do we keep
the momentum of the conference - the focus or “theme”
for the rest of the year. Title, Call for topics, pitch critically important. Data up front. Key areas of topics
that we want to attack - think tank, planning group. Be
sure to include teachers in the conversation. Capture the
best of both worlds with title. Include sharing the data
sessions. Variety of sessions including DO, professors,
etc. Involve Libby. When we leave the conference what
do we want people to have? Call for proposals around
the priorities. Title it so capture pride…..
Also discussed waiting to fall of 2017, 2 or 3 year series,
decide on factor that is most critical to address first,
profile of SC graduate

Agenda Items

Welcome - James Ann
:
Debrief Achievement Focus - Keith

Sharing the use of data - Rob

Closing the Achievement Gap Conference (In October)
Continuous Student Improvement Conference - Nancy (David)

Benchmark Tests - Nancy (Jeff)
Parent Priority (Parent University) - Katinia

Next Steps:
June 28 - Data Celebrations - Cobblestone
Elementary - 8:30 - 9:45
Middle - 10:00 - 11:15
High - 1:00 - 2:15
April 13 - Key Leaders - ELEOT results and next steps

